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ABSTRACT
Metacognitive regulation occurs when learners regulate their thinking in order to learn. We asked how introductory and senior-level biology students compare in their use of the metacognitive regulation skill of evaluation, which is the ability to appraise the effectiveness of an individual learning strategy or an overall study plan. We coded student answers to an exam self-evaluation assignment for evidence of evaluating (n = 315). We found that introductory and senior students demonstrated similar ability to evaluate their individual strategies, but senior students were better at evaluating their overall plans. We examined students’ reasoning and found that senior students use knowledge of how people learn to evaluate effective strategies, whereas introductory students consider how well a strategy aligns with the exam to determine its effectiveness. Senior students consider modifying their use of a strategy to improve its effectiveness, whereas introductory students abandon strategies they evaluate as ineffective. Both groups use performance to evaluate their plans, and some students use their feelings as a proxy for metacognition. These data reveal differences between introductory and senior students, which suggest ways metacognition might develop over time. We contextualize these results using research from cognitive science, and we consider how learning contexts can affect students’ metacognition.

INTRODUCTION
Metacognition is a potentially powerful yet largely underutilized mechanism for helping undergraduates succeed in biology courses. Students with strong metacognitive regulation skills know how to select and implement learning strategies as part of their study plans. They can evaluate the effectiveness of their individual strategies as well as their overall plans. Metacognitive students can then use their evaluations to plan for future learning. These abilities can have a positive impact on learning and achievement (Wang et al., 1990), but many students come to college without strong metacognitive skills. To help biology undergraduates develop these skills, we need to understand the ways in which student metacognition can change in college. One way to do this is to compare the use of metacognitive regulation skills in introductory and senior-level biology students. The knowledge gained from these comparisons can then be used to help undergraduates enhance their use of metacognition early in their college careers.

Metacognition is our awareness and control of thinking (Cross and Paris, 1988). The metacognition framework consists of two parts: metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive regulation (Brown, 1978; Jacobs and Paris, 1987). Metacognitive knowledge is what learners know about their own thinking, including what they know about approaches for learning (Brown, 1978; Jacobs and Paris, 1987; Schraw and Moshman, 1995). Students show metacognitive knowledge when they distinguish between concepts they do and do not know. For example, students who know
that they understand the phases of mitosis but realize that they do not understand how mitosis differs from meiosis display metacognitive knowledge. Metacognitive knowledge is important for learning, but it will not result in learning if a student does not act on this information (Veenman, 2005). For example, just because students realize they do not know how mitosis differs from meiosis does not mean they will learn the differences. What students do in order to learn what they do not already know involves metacognitive regulation.

Metacognitive regulation is how learners regulate their thinking for the purpose of learning, and it includes the actions taken in order to learn (Sandi-Urena et al., 2011). There are three major metacognitive regulation skills: planning, monitoring, and evaluating (Schraw and Moshman, 1995; Ambrose, 2010). Students plan for a learning task by selecting approaches for learning and determining when they will study. For example, a student may decide to highlight the textbook after each lecture, answer practice questions on weekends, and meet with a study group the day before the exam. Students monitor by enacting their approaches and considering how well these approaches are serving their learning in real time. For example, while reading the textbook, students can ask themselves how well highlighting the book is helping them to learn. After completing a learning task, students evaluate by appraising the effectiveness of 1) their individual strategies for learning and 2) their overall study plans (Schraw, 1998). For example, upon reflection, a student can determine that the individual strategies of answering practice questions and meeting with a study group were helpful, while highlighting the textbook was not. While evaluating their overall study plan, students may realize that, as a whole, their plans helped them learn concepts, but their plans did not prepare them to apply concepts. Metacognitive regulation skills can form a cycle that students can continue by using their appraisals to plan for future learning (Jacobs and Paris, 1987). For example, a student may decide to continue answering practice questions, but may decide to modify this approach by answering the questions in writing rather than mentally.

Planning, monitoring, and evaluating are also important parts of self-regulated learning (Zimmerman, 1986; Schraw et al., 2006; Sebesta and Speth, 2017). Metacognitive regulation skills can contribute to undergraduate success in biology, but many students come to college without having developed these skills, because they did not need metacognition to succeed in high school (McGuire, 2006). Thus, undergraduate science courses can be a catalyst for metacognitive development (Dye and Stanton, 2017), because students use metacognition when they find learning to be important and challenging (Carr and Taasoobshirazi, 2008).

As an initial step toward understanding how metacognition develops in undergraduates, we studied introductory biology students’ use of metacognitive regulation skills in the context of exam preparation (n = 245; Stanton et al., 2015). We used content analysis to examine students’ open-ended self-evaluation assignments for evidence of their ability to plan and evaluate. Half of the introductory biology students (49.0%) evaluated the effectiveness of their individual strategies for learning for the first exam. Nearly all of the introductory students were willing to select new learning strategies for future exams, but only about half (44.9%) used their evaluations of their overall study plans while planning for the second exam. Because effective metacognition involves action, we explored whether students who evaluated and planned for exam 2 carried out their new plans. Half of these students (49.0%) failed to follow their plans. Interestingly, many students explained that this was because they did not know how to carry out their plans. These data suggest that prompting students to use metacognition is enough for some introductory biology students to take action, but other students need additional help in order to respond optimally. After gaining insights into introductory biology students’ metacognition, we were interested in understanding how undergraduates use metacognitive regulation skills later in their college careers.

We investigated metacognition in senior-level biology students who had already developed metacognitive regulation skills or were actively developing them (Dye and Stanton, 2017). We focused on the metacognitive regulation skill of evaluation in order to examine it deeply. Our goal was to understand, through analysis of semistructured interview data, when, why, and how undergraduates evaluate (n = 25). Most senior students evaluated their individual strategies for learning when they earned an unsatisfactory grade on an exam, which is an external indicator of effectiveness. Only a few students evaluated using internal indicators; they appraised their strategies when they could not answer questions on practice exams. Senior students evaluated their strategies based on their ability to obtain and recall information or their ability to use information. Importantly, all but one of the senior students in our study could evaluate their individual strategies for learning and their overall study plans when prompted. Having studied the skill of evaluation in introductory biology students through assignments and senior biology students’ metacognition through interviews, our next step was to make more direct comparisons between the two groups.

We wanted to compare introductory and senior-level biology students’ use of the metacognitive regulation skill of evaluation to identify changes that might occur over time. Using our previous research for preliminary comparisons proved to be problematic, not only because of the different data-collection methods, but also because the two studies described earlier were conducted at two different universities. Like other complex constructs, metacognition can be affected by the context in which learning takes place (McCardle and Hadwin, 2015). For example, different institutions may have different academic settings that can affect student use of metacognitive skills. To address this concern, we investigated student metacognition at the same university using a cross-sectional study design. We addressed three research questions:

1. How do introductory and senior-level biology students compare in their use of the metacognitive regulation skills of evaluation?
2. How do biology students evaluate the effectiveness of their individual learning strategies, that is, what is their reasoning when they identify a strategy that worked well or a strategy that did not work well for their learning?
3. How do biology students evaluate the effectiveness of their overall study plans?

METHODS

Participants and Context
Participants were undergraduate biology students enrolled in an introductory biology course (BIOL 1107), or a senior-level
cell biology course (CBIO 3400) at a public southeastern university that has a Carnegie Classification of R1 or “doctoral university with highest research activity.” BIOL 1107 is a beginning biology course for science majors and is focused on concepts in cell biology and genetics. It includes lecture and lab components and is taken primarily by first-year and sophomore students. In lecture, students work in small groups on worksheets that require them to apply course concepts. CBIO 3400 is a capstone course for life science majors. It includes lecture and breakout session components and is taken almost exclusively by seniors. In breakout sessions, students learn experimental methods, analyze data, evaluate evidence, design experiments, and predict experimental outcomes through small-group interactions. Additional information about the two courses is provided in Supplemental Table 1. All participants gave written consent, and the University of Georgia Institutional Review Board approved this study (#STUDY00001123).

Data Collection
Data on student metacognition were collected using a published self-evaluation assignment (Dye and Stanton, 2017). The two-page assignment was given after the first exam in each course. The assignment was designed to measure metacognitive regulation, including three related evaluation skills: evaluating effectiveness of individual learning strategies, evaluating ineffectiveness of individual learning strategies, and evaluating overall study plans. The assignment included one open-ended prompt and 12 open-ended questions. For example, one question asked students how they studied for the first exam and encouraged them to list all the learning strategies they used. The next questions asked, “Which study strategies (from your list above) worked well for you?” and “Why did these study strategies work well for you?” to examine students’ ability to evaluate the effectiveness of their individual learning strategies. The assignment was given on paper after students saw their exam grades and it was turned in to the researchers (rather than the instructors) 5 days later. Students earned points on the assignment as part of their regular homework or participation points, which totaled 1–1.5% of the total course grade. Of the 229 senior-level CBIO 3400 students invited to participate in the study, 221 students completed the assignment (96.5%), and 174 students consented to participate in this study (76.0%). Of the 261 introductory-level BIOL 1107 students invited to participate in the study, 231 students completed the assignment (88.5%), and 141 students consented to participate in this study (54.0%).

Qualitative Data Analysis
Written data were first analyzed using a deductive approach called content analysis. For content analysis, we used preexisting codes derived from the metacognition framework and our research on metacognition. We first read all self-evaluation assignments with metacognitive regulation in mind, while also considering other ideas in the data, in a process known as open coding (Saldana, 2013). Next, we revised a codebook developed through our previous studies (Stanton et al., 2015; Dye and Stanton, 2017) to label data with codes to indicate the level of evidence students provided for three related evaluation skills: 1) evaluating effectiveness of individual learning strategies, 2) evaluating ineffectiveness of individual learning strategies, and 3) evaluating overall study plans (Supplemental Table 2). It is important to note that what a student writes on a self-evaluation assignment may not capture all of the tacit thoughts that constitute his or her metacognition. Therefore, we cannot conclude that a lack of written evidence of metacognition means a student is not metacognitive. Thus, we labeled participants’ answers as providing sufficient evidence, partial evidence, or insufficient evidence of evaluating, and we use this same language in Tables 1–3. These labels constitute a three-level magnitude code, in which codes indicate the level of content found in the data (Saldana, 2013). We coded in an iterative cycle that included individual coding, group discussion, and revision of the codebook. Once the codebook was revised for the current data set (Supplemental Table 2), we again used this cycle to magnitude code the assignments in approximately 20% increments. We coded for each of the three evaluation skills separately, meaning that we looked for evidence of evaluating effectiveness of individual strategies separately from looking for evidence of the other two evaluation skills. In some cases, students provided evidence of an evaluation skill in response to an unrelated question, so we found we had to examine the entire assignment when coding for each skill, not just the portion designed to assess that form of evaluation.

Next, we used an inductive approach to code the data for the reasoning students gave for the three types of evaluation: 1) evaluating effectiveness of individual learning strategies, 2) evaluating ineffectiveness of individual learning strategies, and 3) evaluating overall study plans. Because the reasoning underlying biology students use to evaluate has not been described before, these codes were derived from the data. We used descriptive coding to identify and label types of student reasoning (Miles and Huberman, 1994; Wolcott, 1994; Saldana 2003). In descriptive coding, a word or a few words are used to summarize a topic or idea (Saldana, 2013). For example, a student might evaluate an individual strategy for learning as effective because the strategy helped his or her monitoring of understanding of concepts. The descriptive code for this type of reasoning was “monitoring understanding.” After labeling the reasoning behind the three types of evaluation skills for all the assignments, we used pattern coding to identify themes that emerged from the data by grouping related codes together (Miles and Huberman 1994; Saldana, 2013). For example, the descriptive code “wasted time” was one form of reasoning for evaluating a strategy as ineffective. In pattern coding, “wasted time” was grouped with the descriptive code “not efficient.” Next, we reanalyzed segments of the data that were given a pattern code to confirm those codes. Descriptive and pattern coding allowed us to make comparisons between introductory biology and senior-level biology students and to identify the reasoning for their evaluations.

Throughout our coding processes, we coded to consensus to ensure rigor (Richards and Hemphill, 2018). Consensus coding was important for this study because of the complexity of metacognition as a construct. This process allowed us to uncover nuances in the data that we might have missed if we had focused on interrater reliability (Bogdan and Biklen, 2003; Denzin and Lincoln, 2005; Stanton et al., 2015). For example, consensus coding helped us to identify and discuss potentially overlooked details that provided important evidence of students’ ability to evaluate. At least two authors coded 100% of the data.
TABLE 1. Evaluating individual strategies: What worked well*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluating code</th>
<th>Percentage of introductory biology students</th>
<th>Percentage of senior-level biology students</th>
<th>Example student response and content analysis notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient evidence</td>
<td>63.1 (89/141)</td>
<td>58.0 (101/174)</td>
<td>Strategy that worked well: Writing down everything in their own words on blank paper (without resources). Why this worked well: “I forced myself to write things down to make sure I knew them. It’s easy to think you know something without actually knowing it, so writing helps.” Note: The student identifies a strategy that worked well and explains how the strategy helped with learning by allowing the student to monitor understanding of what he or she did and did not know.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial evidence</td>
<td>33.3 (47/141)</td>
<td>34.5 (60/174)</td>
<td>Strategy that worked well: Watching videos about course concepts. Why this worked well: “The videos were very helpful and a great source. I prefer the videos to the other sources. Videos go more slowly and explain in simpler terms. It’s also visually appealing.” Note: The student identifies a strategy that works well and writes about a preference for videos because of their pace, accessibility, and visual appeal, but does not elaborate on how videos help with learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient evidence</td>
<td>3.5 (5/141)</td>
<td>7.5 (13/174)</td>
<td>Strategy that worked well: (not applicable—student does not select any strategies that worked well) Why they worked well: “I got a better understanding of broad information.” Note: The student does not identify any specific strategies that worked well and gives a general explanation for why all strategies worked well.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*We asked introductory biology (n = 141) and senior-level biology students (n = 174) “Which study strategies (from your list above) worked well for you?” and “Why did these study strategies work well for you?” Using content analysis, we coded students’ answers as providing sufficient, partial, or insufficient evidence of evaluating (see Methods). The percentage and number of students in each category are shown. We performed a chi-square test of independence to determine whether there were differences in the amount of evidence introductory and senior students provided (p = 0.29, df = 2).

Statistical Analysis
We used a sample transformation design, in which qualitative data are transformed into ordinal variables (categorical data) for statistical analysis and then interpreted along with qualitative data (Warfa, 2016). Our three-level magnitude coding (i.e., codes of sufficient evidence, partial evidence, or insufficient evidence) provided categorical data that we could analyze using chi-square tests of independence. We used 2 × 3 chi-square analysis to determine whether there were differences in the level of evidence provided by introductory and senior-level biology students for their use of evaluation skills. For 2 × 3 chi-square analysis, the degrees of freedom was 2. All statistical analysis was performed using contingency tables in GraphPad Prism v. 7.0e (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA).

Quotes
Quotes from written data have been lightly edited for clarity, as previously described (Dye and Stanton, 2017). Quotes from senior-level biology students are noted with “senior student” and quotes from introductory biology students are noted with “introductory student.”

RESULTS
How Do Introductory and Senior-Level Biology Students Compare in Their Use of the Metacognitive Regulation Skills of Evaluation?
Introductory and senior students demonstrated similar ability to evaluate their individual learning strategies, but they differed in their ability to evaluate their overall study plans (Tables 1–3). Introductory and senior biology students in our study did not differ in their evaluation of individual strategies that worked well (p = 0.29, df = 2; Table 1), nor did they differ in their evaluation of individual strategies that did not work well (p = 0.93, df = 2; Table 2). The percentages of students who demonstrated each skill indicate that both groups of students were better at identifying and explaining why some of their approaches to learning were effective as compared with identifying and explaining why some approaches were ineffective (see percentages, Tables 1 and 2). These data suggest that both groups of students find it easier to determine what works, but they may have some difficulty determining what does not work. This difficulty is important to note, as it could lead students to spend their time using ineffective strategies, because they do not realize that those strategies are not helping them learn.

More senior biology students evaluated their overall study plans than introductory students (p = 0.0028, df = 2; Table 3). Yet this was the metacognitive skill that both groups of students used the least, suggesting that, in general, students struggle to appraise the overall effectiveness of their study plans, as opposed to appraising a single strategy within a plan (see percentages, Tables 1 and 2). After magnitude coding, we analyzed the data with the goal of comparing the ways in which introductory and senior biology students used metacognitive skills. Specifically, we investigated the basis of students’ evaluations to see whether their reasoning differed.

How Do Biology Students Evaluate the Effectiveness of Their Individual Learning Strategies?
To understand the reasoning behind students’ evaluations, we asked students which of the learning strategies they used worked well and why the strategies they identified were effective. Both introductory and senior students wrote about the value of strategies that allowed them to self-test, practice writing, and cover all the material. Both groups also wrote about
strategies that worked well because they matched their personal preference for visual, audio, or kinesthetic learning. In a few cases, a student’s explanation for why a strategy was effective was simply that he or she “liked” that strategy. Where senior and introductory students differed was in their positive evaluations of study groups, interest in monitoring understanding, and evaluating overall study plans.

### TABLE 2. Evaluating individual strategies: What did not work well

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluating code</th>
<th>Percentage of introductory biology students</th>
<th>Percentage of senior-level biology students</th>
<th>Example student response and content analysis notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient</td>
<td>48.9 (69/141)</td>
<td>49.4 (86/174)</td>
<td>Strategy that did not work well: Typing class notes. Why this did not work well: “I don’t really think through the information I type. I don’t think I was really absorbing the information, and was unable to recall the information on the test.” Note: The student identifies a strategy that did not work well and writes about how typing notes is passive and does not require the student to think about the material in a way that aided retention or learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>36.1 (51/141)</td>
<td>34.5 (60/174)</td>
<td>Strategy that did not work well: Reading through notes from class. Why this did not work well: “I can’t read my own handwriting and I didn’t take complete notes sometimes.” Note: The student identifies a strategy that did not work well and writes about the quality of the notes, but does not elaborate on how this affected learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient</td>
<td>14.9 (21/141)</td>
<td>16.1 (28/174)</td>
<td>Strategy that did not work well: (not applicable—student does not select any strategies that did not work well). Why this did not work well: “I should have studied more with others than by myself. I think I could have benefited more from talking through topics with others rather than dwelling on subjects I could not figure out by myself.” Note: The student identifies a strategy that did not work well and writes about how this strategy did not work well and what others could have done to improve their learning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*We asked introductory biology (n = 141) and senior-level biology students (n = 174) “Which study strategies (from your list above) did not work well for you?” and “Why didn’t these study strategies work well for you?” We coded students’ answers as providing sufficient, partial, or insufficient evidence of evaluating using content analysis. We performed a chi-square test of independence to determine whether there were differences between the two groups (p = 0.93, df = 2).|

### TABLE 3. Evaluating overall study plans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluating code</th>
<th>Percentage of introductory biology students</th>
<th>Percentage of senior-level biology students</th>
<th>Example student response and content analysis notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient</td>
<td>17.7 (25/141)</td>
<td>32.2 (56/174)</td>
<td>Student’s evaluation: “My plan was somewhat effective.” Why this did not work well: “I understood the details of and reasons for proteins in each pathway. However, my plan was not very time efficient and I was unable to see the big picture. It was also difficult to ‘trace’ pathways from beginning to end because of this lack of ‘big picture’ understanding.” Note: The student appraises the study plan in three ways (using personal insights), explaining that the plan allowed him or her to learn detailed information, was not efficient and did not include approaches for seeing the major themes, and affected the learning of whole pathways.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>52.5 (74/141)</td>
<td>50.6 (88/174)</td>
<td>Student’s evaluation: “My plan was moderately effective.” Why this did not work well: “I did alright [on the exam], but definitely could have done better by studying more efficiently.” Note: The student appraises the study plan in two ways, writing about exam performance (outside information) and the efficiency of the study plan (personal insight). Yet the student does not explain why the study plan was not efficient or how this affected his or her learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient</td>
<td>29.8 (42/141)</td>
<td>17.2 (30/174)</td>
<td>Student’s evaluation: “My plan was relatively effective.” Explanation: “I did better on the exam than I expected to compared to the average.” Note: The student appraises the study plan solely on performance (outside information) and does not offer personal insights on the plan’s effectiveness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*To examine evaluation of overall study plans, we asked introductory biology (n = 141) and senior-level biology students (n = 174) “How effective was your study plan for exam one? Please explain your answer.” We coded students’ answers as providing sufficient, partial, or insufficient evidence of evaluating using content analysis (see Methods). The p value from our chi-square test of independence was <0.01 (p = 0.0028, df = 2), indicating there are differences in the amount of evidence introductory and senior students provided. |
Senior Students Value Study Groups Because They Understand the Benefits

Senior students wrote about the effectiveness of studying with classmates. In particular, senior students described the benefits of explaining concepts to others. They wrote about how sharing their knowledge with peers allowed them to monitor their understanding of the material and identify areas for further study.

“Trying to teach someone else showed me the things I didn't know, especially when they asked questions.”—Senior student

Not only were explanations in study groups an opportunity for senior students to find gaps in their knowledge, they also reported that study groups gave them the chance to obtain that knowledge.

“Meeting with the study group was amazing, because it gave us each a greater incentive to study and forced us to explain the material to one another. It also allowed us to fill in the gaps in one another’s understanding.”—Senior student

Senior students also wrote about the opportunity to learn different points of view from other students within study groups, in addition to sharing their own knowledge.

“Talking out pathways in a small group allowed me to hear other people’s perspectives and forced me to say everything I knew from memory.”—Senior student

In contrast, the few introductory students who reported that working with peers was an effective learning approach used study groups differently. Often their goal for studying with others was to compare answers on a practice test right before the actual exam. Only a few introductory students wrote about working with a peer on a regular basis. For example, one student wrote,

“[Working with a group worked well because] it was nice to bounce ideas off each other.”—Introductory student

This introductory student reported that the study group is effective but was less specific than senior students in the explanation for how this approach benefits learning.

Senior Students Value Strategies for Monitoring Their Understanding

Senior students evaluated the effectiveness of their learning strategies based on the ability to use the approach to monitor their understanding. As mentioned earlier, study groups were a context for determining concepts that senior students did and did not know. They wrote about how study groups allowed them to identify concepts they needed to review and clarify their understanding of those concepts with peers. In addition to study groups, senior students also explained that the effectiveness of several other strategies was based on the ability to monitor understanding. For example, they wrote about answering questions and drawing pathways.

“Answering the study questions each week in detail helped me to recognize topics I knew and topics I needed to go back and review.”—Senior student

“Redrawing figures/pathways on my own (allowed me to) identify holes in my knowledge.”—Senior student

Some introductory students revealed that strategies they reported to be effective may have allowed them to monitor understanding, but most of them did not write about those strategies in a way that made it clear that they understood this benefit. For example, one student wrote,

“If I can't answer a question on the worksheet I try to read the section on the topic in the book.”—Introductory student

This introductory student describes using another resource to obtain knowledge when faced with a question he or she cannot answer, but this seems to be a report of the student’s procedure for using worksheets rather than an explanation of why the worksheets are effective for monitoring understanding.

Introductory Students Value Strategies That Align with Summative Assessment

Introductory students wrote about the effectiveness of study strategies that aligned with the exam. For example, introductory students valued tools such as worksheets and old tests, because these resources were similar in style to the exam. They reported that they appreciated the opportunity to learn more about the exam format.

“The worksheets and old test worked well because it gave me a feel of how the questions were going to look on the test and how the wording of the questions would be.”—Introductory student

“[The old test] got me comfortable with the style of the test and what types of questions to expect.”—Introductory student

Introductory students wanted to understand the style of the exam, perhaps because they were taking their first college biology course. In contrast, very few senior students wrote about strategies being effective because they aligned with exam format. Yet senior students in our study were not familiar with the exam format in the cell biology course in which data collection took place (Dye and Stanton, 2017). CBIO 3400 exams were exclusively constructed-response with ~40% of the points coming from analyzing data and predicting experimental outcomes.

Senior and Introductory Students Value Strategies for Memorization, but Their Explanations Differ

Although both introductory and senior students reported that strategies for memorization worked well, several senior students explained the effectiveness of those strategies based on...
their knowledge of how people learn. Information regarding how people learn was not covered in the course where data collection took place; senior students gained this knowledge in another way, possibly through a neuroscience or cognitive psychology course. Senior students wrote about the importance of repetition for memorization and referenced neurobiology in their explanations.

“My approach (of repeatedly writing things down on paper) allowed me to have at least three exposures to the material, which is how we learn. It takes several repeated excitation events to develop memory in the CA3 region of the hippocampus.”—Senior student

“My strategies allowed me to repeat the information multiple times and because of long-term potentiation, I was more able to remember this information for the exam.”—Senior student

Introductory students also wrote about the effectiveness of memorization strategies, but they did not give explanations related to how people learn. Introductory students who wrote about effective approaches for memorization often wrote about the value of flash cards.

“I think flash cards worked the best. It forced me to memorize information. It was like a challenge.”—Introductory student

Introductory students who found flash cards to be effective did not focus on the benefit of repeated exposure to the material.

How Do Biology Students Evaluate the Ineffectiveness of Their Individual Learning Strategies?

Students who can evaluate learning strategies that are not effective may be less likely to continue using ineffective strategies, and they may use their study time more wisely than students who cannot identify strategies that do not help them learn. We asked students which strategies did not work well for them and asked them to explain their answers in order to understand how students evaluate ineffective study strategies. Both introductory and senior students identified and explained what did not work less frequently than they identified and explained what did work (Tables 1 and 2). Both groups of students explained that their strategies were ineffective if the strategy was passive instead of active, or if they did not spend enough time on the strategy. Both groups also appraised strategies by critiquing the tools they used for learning. Senior students evaluated the way they used strategies and the efficiency of their strategies. In contrast, introductory students evaluated the value of a strategy without considering how they used it.

Senior Students Critique the Way They Use Strategies

When senior students wrote about learning strategies that did not work well, they described the way they used the approach as the reason for its ineffectiveness. Senior students appraised how they carried out a strategy rather than just appraising the usefulness of the strategy itself. For example, some senior students practiced explaining concepts out loud, but realized that practicing this way did not help them prepare for the exam.

“I think talking out the content instead of writing [the content] didn’t work. This is a short-answer test, so I had a hard time translating my thoughts to writing.”—Senior student

Several senior students described engaging in a study strategy with the aid of one or more resources and then explained why this was not effective. For example, many senior students critiqued their use of notes to answer study questions.

“I think I relied too much on the notes to answer questions related to learning objectives. While it was fine for me to use the notes to help answer some of the [questions], I didn’t always put in the extra effort needed to learn the material I was having difficulty with.”—Senior student

Other senior students wrote about answering practice questions with a partner or study group. Some realized they would have benefited more from simulating the exam conditions more closely.

“Doing the practice test with a partner was not as effective as I thought it would be. I think it would be better for me to do the practice test in a more test-like situation, taking the time to fully write out answers to the practice test before discussing them with a partner.”—Senior student

Senior students like this one considered how they could modify their use of a strategy in the future, rather than discard the strategy completely. Senior students may particularly benefit from their metacognitive evaluations, because they feel capable of adapting “ineffective” strategies to enhance their learning.

Introductory Students Critique Strategies Irrespective of the Way They Used Those Strategies

Whereas senior students explained that the way they used a strategy was ineffective, introductory biology students wrote about a strategy being ineffective in general. For example, some introductory biology students explained why working with peers did not work well without commenting on their use of this approach.

“The study group didn’t work the best for me unfortunately. Working with others became somewhat distracting and confusing, since we all had different interpretations on comprehending the materials and concepts.”—Introductory student

Rather than considering how to modify this learning approach, this student planned to stop working with a study group altogether. Introductory students identified additional strategies that were not effective and explained why they would not use them again.

“Studying the old tests [did not work well]. You don’t get answers for the old tests, so they are basically useless.”—Introductory student

This student did not consider whether old tests still have benefits even in the absence of an instructor-provided answer key. Similarly, another introductory student wrote about the
ineffectiveness of using learning objectives to study. The student explained that he or she just “read the learning objectives online.”

“Reading the learning objectives was not as beneficial… because they are not always specific and do not tell me the actual information.”—Introductory student

This student does not consider using the learning objectives in a different way, such as answering them as if they were questions or using them to guide use of resources such as the textbook (Osueke et al., 2018). After reading learning objectives with the goal of being told information, this introductory student simply stopped using learning objectives rather than modifying the use of the learning objectives or the goal for their use. In contrast, senior students rarely evaluated strategies as not useful without considering how they used the strategy. Instead, senior students wrote about strategies that were not efficient.

Senior Students Identify Strategies That Are Not Efficient
Senior students explained that their learning strategies did not work well because their strategies were a poor use of their study time. For example, some senior students noticed that their strategies were inefficient because they were redundant. Similarly, other senior students noted that they wasted time making resources for themselves that were already available to them. These students were copying an existing resource rather than elaborating on it.

“Some of my diagrams weren’t too helpful. I feel like it took me too long to make some of my drawings and I should’ve just used the diagrams [from class].”—Senior student

Senior students also wrote about learning strategies that were inefficient because they worked with all the information from the course rather than selecting some of the information to learn. One student described why copying notes from class was not effective and how this approach could be modified in the future.

“Rewriting notes didn’t work very well because this took me a lot of time. It was not efficient. I will just write down key words and important reminders next time.”—Senior student

After describing an inefficient strategy, senior students often explained how they could have used this time on a different strategy that would have contributed more to their learning. One student wrote about replacing flash cards with self-explanation:

“I found that the Quizlet didn’t work well for me at all. Making Quizlets wasted valuable time that could have been spent on explanations of different topics.”—Senior student

Only a few introductory biology students who wrote about an inefficient strategy provided another approach that would have been more beneficial. For example, an introductory student wrote that reading the book wasted time and that a focus on applying the material instead would have been better.

How Do Biology Students Evaluate Their Overall Study Plans?
To understand how students evaluate their overall plans for studying as opposed to individual strategies within those plans, we asked students about the effectiveness of their study plans. Senior students evaluated their overall study plans more frequently than introductory students (Table 3), but the basis of their evaluations was sometimes similar. For both groups, two of the most prevalent factors students used for study plan evaluation were 1) their performance and 2) how they felt. Both groups also evaluated their plans based on issues of time, such as the amount of time they spent studying or how early they started studying. In contrast, senior students differed from introductory students, because senior students evaluated their plans based on additional factors, including the opportunity to apply knowledge, obtain an in-depth understanding, and make connections between concepts.

Both Introductory and Senior Students Evaluate Their Plans Based on Performance
Both introductory and senior students used their grades on exams as the basis for their evaluation of their overall study plans. Many students used this as the sole factor for appraising the effectiveness of their studying.

“[My plan] wasn’t as effective as I hoped. I got quite a low grade, for me, on the test.”—Introductory student

This response fits with data from our previous study of senior biology students, in which most students interviewed only evaluated their learning strategies when they earned an unsatisfactory grade (Dye and Stanton, 2017). In the current study, a low performance helped some senior and introductory students further evaluate the way they studied.

“My study plan was pretty ineffective. I got a 45.5% on the test, so it really was not effective. I think I studied to a multiple-choice level.”—Senior student

This student uses the external indicator of an exam grade to initially evaluate the study plan and then reflects on what could have been done differently. Other senior and introductory students indicated that they felt their study plans were effective, but their performances caused them to question their evaluations.

“Apparently, my study plan was bad. I didn’t do very well, though I thought I knew the material.”—Introductory student

These students had inaccurate metacognitive knowledge about what they knew and/or how prepared they were, which caused them to be surprised by their performances. Yet in their self-evaluation assignments, they did not move beyond this sense of surprise to consider what they could have done differently.

Both Introductory and Senior Students Evaluate Their Plans Based on a Feeling (Confidence or Preparedness)
Introductory and senior students used the way they felt about the material as a measure of the effectiveness of their study plans.
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Senior Students Evaluate Their Plans Based on Factors Related to Their Learning

While both introductory and senior students used performance and feelings to evaluate their study plans, senior students also reflected on how well their plans helped them learn. For example, senior students considered whether or not their plans prepared them to apply concepts when making an evaluation.

“My plan was somewhat effective. I had difficulty applying my understanding to concepts and problems on the exam. I need to do more than just know the information. I should be able to apply it to whatever type of question I may be presented with.”—Senior student

This student critiques the study plan because he or she struggled to answer application questions on the exam. As a result the student recognizes the need to go beyond just understanding the concepts. Similarly, other senior students mentioned the importance of having a depth of knowledge when they evaluated their study plans.

“My plan appeared somewhat effective. My downfall was that I did not provide enough information nor did I study as thoroughly as the test required. I need to study the material more in-depth and maybe do more practice questions.”—Senior student

Senior students like this one evaluated their study plans on the basis of whether they gained a complete understanding of the material, and they considered how they could improve their studying to gain a more complete understanding in the future.

Similarly, some senior students considered how well they could connect the concepts they learned.

“My plan worked well enough…I studied in a way that gave me a brief pass over the major points, but I should have better understood individual concepts and how they relate to each other.”—Senior student

This student reported that the overall study plan was ineffective, because he or she recognized a failure to make connections between concepts. While senior students focused on how their plans helped them learn (e.g., as evidenced by an ability to make connections between concepts), introductory students considered other goals while evaluating their overall study plans. For example, introductory students evaluated based on whether their plans kept them up to date with the material.

DISCUSSION

We compared introductory biology students’ and senior-level biology students’ use of the metacognitive regulation skill of evaluation using an open-ended assignment. In our study, introductory and senior students demonstrated similar ability to evaluate strategies that worked and strategies that did not work. Both groups of students were better at evaluating what worked as opposed to evaluating what did not work. We found that senior students demonstrated a greater ability to evaluate their overall study plans.

While the statistical data were interesting, we were most intrigued by the differences in the explanations given by introductory and senior students for their evaluations. We gained insights into the basis of introductory and senior students’ metacognition through thematic analysis. In this section, we connect our qualitative results to prior work in other fields such as cognitive psychology. We then synthesize the information to make suggestions for instructors who want to help their students use metacognition. Finally, we discuss why the learning context matters when studying metacognitive regulation skills.

Knowledge about Learning Affects How Students Evaluate and Use Strategies

What students know about how people learn can affect their metacognitive regulation. In our study, some senior students evaluated the effectiveness of their study strategies by describing how memories form in the brain. This finding fits with the idea that students need a mental model of how learning occurs in order to be metacognitive (Bjork, 1999; Kornell and Bjork, 2007). We found that senior students used their knowledge of how people learn not only to evaluate their past studying, but also to make future decisions about how to study. In contrast, introductory biology students in our study did not write about how memories form in the brain in their evaluations.

Students can benefit when they understand how an effective strategy contributes to learning as opposed to using an effective strategy without understanding its benefits (Bjork et al., 2013). Students’ awareness of the specific advantages of a learning approach can affect the way they enact the approach (Carpenter et al., 2008). For example, senior students in our study demonstrated an understanding of the value of interactive learning. Many of the explanations senior students gave for
the effectiveness of study groups are well documented in the literature. Senior students explained that studying with their peers allowed them to hear different perspectives and generate new knowledge (Chi and Wylie, 2014). They wrote about the benefits of using study groups to learn by explaining and to demonstrate their understanding (Teichert and Stacy, 2002). They also reported that study groups helped them organize information and identify gaps in their knowledge (Webb, 1989). These data suggest that senior students used study groups in specific ways because they understood the value of those approaches.

Implication for Instructors: Students May Need Help Modifying Learning Strategies to Improve a Strategy’s Effectiveness

Our data suggest that introductory students may discard a new learning strategy after one use, whereas senior students may try to modify their use of a new learning strategy. For example, many introductory students reported using study groups for the first time. Several of them found study groups to be “more distracting than helpful” and felt they could be more productive studying on their own. Most introductory students who found study groups to be ineffective reported that they did not plan to use study groups again. In contrast, senior students also reported that some of their learning strategies were ineffective, but many went on to consider how they could alter their use of these strategies to increase the effectiveness of the strategies.

We recommend that instructors give introductory students specific ways to modify beneficial study strategies along with explanations of the value of enacting a strategy a certain way. For example, instructors can provide students with instruction on how to study productively in groups and what the specific benefits of each step are. Direct instruction can be helpful, because many undergraduate students are still developing the skills required for effective collaboration (Winne et al., 2013). Instructors can provide students with learning objectives and invite them to answer the objectives as if they were questions (Osueke et al., 2018). Instructors can then encourage students to discuss their answers to learning objectives with a study group (Ryczynski and Schussler, 2011). Instructors can also encourage students to take turns testing one another in a study group and providing feedback on one another’s answers (Bjork et al., 2013). Combining these suggestions with the rationale behind each step can help students use strategies more effectively. Other studies have shown that this type of instructor guidance can have an impact on the way students use learning strategies (Sabel et al., 2017).

Students May Use Their Subjective Feelings as a Proxy for Metacognition

Both introductory and senior students evaluated the effectiveness of their study plans based on feelings of confidence or preparedness, which suggests that they may use subjective feelings as a proxy for metacognitive evaluations. Feelings of confidence and preparedness are related to fluency, or the sense of ease or difficulty in learning and remembering information (Alter and Oppenheimer, 2009). Fluency can play an important role in metacognition, because it is information that is always available and easily accessed by a learner (Whittlesea and Leboe, 2003; Greifeneder and Bless, 2007). In addition, fluency can give a learner insight into complex information. For example, fluency can give learners a way to appraise what they know and whether their knowledge is correct (Reber and Greifeneder, 2017). Yet fluency can be an inaccurate measure of learning, because this feeling can be affected by how recently a learner encountered information and how intuitive the information is (Bjork et al., 2013). Thus, fluency can lead to “illusions of competence” (Koriat and Bjork, 2005). Instead of using subjective feelings, student should consider other factors when evaluating their study plans (see the following section on Implication for Instructors).

Implication for Instructors: Students May Need Help Making Evaluations Based on Factors Other Than Performance

Introductory and senior students demonstrated the ability to evaluate the effectiveness of their overall study plans less than the other evaluation skills we examined (Tables 1–3). In alignment with our previous research, we found that students in this study often used performance as the primary way they evaluated how well their study plans worked (Dye and Stanton, 2017). Although performance is indeed one indication of how effective a study plan is, a grade on an exam comes from an external source of information, rather than an evaluation made by students themselves. Our data suggest that biology students may need help considering additional factors for evaluating their plans besides performance. For examples of other factors, we can look to students in our study who evaluated their study plans based on internal sources of information. These students used metacognition to reflect on how well their plan served the goals they had for studying, such as applying information, gaining an in-depth understanding, and making connections between concepts.

We recommend that instructors help students evaluate their study plans by asking students to consider specific questions about their plans. Instructors can give an assignment that asks students to respond in writing to “How well did your plan help you understand concepts?” and “How well did your plan help you apply concepts and make connections between concepts?” Instructors can also ask students to answer “How well did your plan help you check whether or not you understood the concepts?” and “How well did your plan help you self-test?” Another important factor instructors should ask students to consider is the efficiency of their plans. Time constraints are known to dictate decisions students make about studying (Kornell and Bjork, 2007; Morehead et al., 2016). Given the limited time undergraduate biology students may have for studying, evaluating the efficiency of a plan could be particularly important for their learning.

Using Resources While Studying May Affect Students’ Ability to Evaluate Their Learning

When students make predictions about what they have learned before they have been tested on that information, they use their metacognition to make a judgment of learning (JOL; Arbuckle and Cuddy, 1969). JOLs tend to be inaccurate when students’ learning conditions are different from their testing conditions (Koriat and Bjork, 2005). For example, students who always study with their book and notes open may believe that they have learned concepts that they have not actually learned.
These students may be misled by their JOLs, because they have access to resources while studying that will not be available during an exam. In this situation, students’ JOLs are subject to foresight bias, which occurs when students predict how well they have learned something in the presence of that information (Korniat and Bjork, 2005). Foresight bias distorts JOLs, and it can lead to problems with metacognition that affect use of study time (Korniat and Bjork, 2007). For example, if students mistakenly believe they have learned the key concepts of cell cycle control, this will affect whether they will continue studying cell cycle control. If they choose to continue studying cell cycle control, foresight bias may affect the approaches they use for learning this topic.

In our study, introductory students sought situations that could lead to foresight bias and cause subsequent issues with metacognition. For example, several introductory students explained that practice exams have no value to them unless an answer key is provided. Yet studying with an answer key can lead to foresight bias, because if students have the answers in front of them, it is hard for them to imagine what it would be like to encounter the questions without the answers. In contrast, several senior students in our study realized that using resources while studying distorted their sense of what they did and did not know. These students planned to study without the information in front of them by using strategies for self-testing. Importantly, they made sure they self-tested in ways that were similar to the exam, such as testing themselves by writing short-essay questions. By making the learning conditions more similar to the testing conditions, students can improve the accuracy of their JOLs, which in turn may allow them to make better choices about their future study plans.

**Cross-Sectional Study Design: Understanding the Role of Context**

We investigated the metacognitive regulation skill of evaluation in undergraduate biology students toward the beginning and end of their time in college using a cross-sectional study design. By comparing the ways introductory and senior-level biology students evaluate, we uncovered clear differences between these two groups. Yet care should be taken when using these data to suggest possible ways that metacognitive skills develop in undergraduates. There are at least two reasons for taking a conservative approach to interpreting cross-sectional data. First, a cross-sectional design involves studying different participants who are at different points in their undergraduate careers. It is possible that differences we observed in our study are because of variation in our participants rather than changes that tend to occur in undergraduate students over time (Sedgwick, 2014). For example, we estimate that 20–25% of the students who take the introductory biology course go on to take the senior-level biology course at the institution where data collection took place. Thus, the population of students who took the senior-level course may be different from the population of students who took the introductory course. Future work can include a longitudinal study design to follow the metacognitive development of the same undergraduates throughout their time in college. Longitudinal designs can account for individual differences such as cognitive ability (Schiaie, 2005).

A second concern with using a cross-sectional approach is that students’ use of metacognitive regulation skills can depend on the learning context (McCardle and Hadwin, 2015). For example, it is possible that features of the courses in our study made it either easier or harder for students to show their metacognitive skills. During data analysis, we noted one context-dependent feature that may have affected participants’ ability to demonstrate the metacognitive skill of evaluation. Many introductory biology students explained that reading the assigned free online textbook was not an effective study strategy, because the textbook did not align with the course. After considering the prevalence of this explanation, we contacted the instructors to ask about the textbook. We learned that the online textbook was a relatively new addition to their course, and it did not relate as well to the in-class activities and assessment as the instructors had hoped. We suspect that having an assigned resource that did not align well with the course gave introductory students a strategy that was easy to identify and evaluate as ineffective. It is possible that these introductory students would not be as successful at evaluating the ineffectiveness of their strategies had they focused less on the textbook and more on other strategies. Thus, this unique feature of the introductory biology learning context may have resulted in an overestimation of a metacognitive regulation skill among students in this course. Introductory students may have appeared as skilled as senior students at evaluating strategy ineffectiveness, when in fact they may not be (Table 2).

Our work underscores the need to consider the learning context when investigating metacognition. For example, we encourage metacognition researchers to be aware of the ways in which course features might affect students’ ability to demonstrate their metacognitive skills. If context-related anomalies are detected during data analysis, they can be further explored by talking with instructors and students. This exploration is a type of “member reflection,” in which qualitative researchers discuss their results with participants and stakeholders to increase the credibility of their findings (Tracy, 2010). A specific form of member reflection called “member checking” involves asking participants whether researchers’ findings seem accurate, given the participants’ experience (Taylor and Lindlof, 2002). Results of member reflection can then be incorporated into the study, as we have done here. Researchers should consider how the alignment of course components (e.g., alignment between the textbook and assessment) might affect students’ ability to demonstrate their metacognitive regulation. Other contextual variables researchers might consider include the format of exams, the nature of in-class activities, and whether the instructors talk about metacognition in class. Metacognition is a complex construct to study, but we can embrace this complexity and gain further knowledge by striving to understand the context in which metacognition takes place (Hammer et al., 2018).

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, introductory biology students and senior-level biology students differ not only in their use of the metacognitive regulation skill of evaluation, but also in the reasoning behind their metacognition. Senior students draw on their knowledge of how people learn when evaluating effective strategies, whereas introductory students focus on a strategy’s alignment with exams to determine its effectiveness. Senior students consider how they could modify their use of a strategy to improve its effectiveness, whereas introductory students...
discard strategies they evaluate as ineffective. Many introductory and senior students rely on performance to appraise their overall study plans, while others use their feeling of confidence or preparedness as a substitute for metacognitive evaluation. Thus, our data reveal differences in metacognition between introductory and senior students that suggest how their use of metacognitive regulation skills might develop over time. We invite researchers to consider how the learning context affects metacognition and other complex constructs. We will use the knowledge gained from this study to enhance undergraduates’ use of metacognition early in their college careers, with the goal of helping them succeed in biology and beyond.
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